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INTRODUCTION

q\ AEToken is the native coin of the Aeumpire Ecosystem, allowing you to 
trade, farm, stake, and pay for utility on the ecosystem with no transaction cost

The AEToken (AET), is the first cryptocurrency to run a Genetics Crypto 
Philanthropy in a decentralized ecosystem

in a world ruled by the commodification of time, community-based projects 
are more than just a change of pace, they are a way to practice the radical 
acceptance of others. When success depends on the straightening of individuals 
who make up a collective.

 AEToken is built on the foundation of funding Cancer Research Programs 
and Cancer care homes around the globe through a decentralized community.

According to the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, "It's believed that the 
emerging space of decentralized web protocols, blockchains, cryptocurrencies, and
beyond can be a powerful force in the fight against cancer. The crypto community 
can truly save lives." Furthermore, Crypto philanthropy is a powerful and efficient 
way to support our mission in this new era of digital finance and commerce.

In 2021, A Cancer Crypto Fund campaign was launched by the American 
Cancer Society, to raise $1 million for critical cancer research. In Spring 2022, this
goal was met, proving that crypto philanthropy can have a real impact in the fight 
to end cancer in our lifetime.

WHY CANCER?

 The World health organization (WHO) Says Cancer is a leading cause of 
death worldwide, accounting for nearly 10 million deaths in 2020, or nearly 
one in six deaths.
   In 2020, an estimated 1,806,590 new cases of cancer will be diagnosed in the 
United States and 606,520 people will die from the disease.
The cancer Statistics tell us things such as how many people are diagnosed with 
and die from cancer each year,

- The introduction of blockchain biology to the study and research of cancer 
can speed up and help to find the cure for cancer

 BLOCKCHAIN BIOLOGY

Blockchain technology remains under-tapped. Outlined here are two 
applications of "blockchain biology," the application of blockchain principles to 
directly study and model biological mechanisms. Specifically, blockchain-based 
retrospective lineage tracing and monitoring multiplexed biochemical circuits are 
proposed. Considerable development is needed to advance blockchain technology 
to a functional computational biology paradigm. For example, what data should go
on-chain vs. off-chain? How will available experimental methods inform 
blockchain models in biology?

In addition to expanding the range of biological contexts amenable to interrogation
by blockchain principles, significant methods development is crucial. From proof-
of-work vs. proof-of-stake to lightning network addressing scalability, the 
numerous possibilities for blockchain infrastructure is evidenced by the diverse 



forms of cryptocurrency. Biology remains uncharted territory for the immense 
potential of blockchain, a future ripe to begin building block by block. Blockchain 
technology revolutionizes the way we transact assets, manage data, and enforce 
agreements.
Originally developed by Satoshi Nakamoto for the cryptocurrency Bitcoin, 
blockchain has been adapted for diverse data management applications such as 
streamlining remittances, enhancing food traceability, securing electronic health 
records, ensuring genomic data privacy, training artificial intelligence, bolstering 
cybersecurity, tackling climate change, and supporting clinical trials (READ 
MORE

Each year, approximately 400 000 children develop cancer. The most 
common cancers vary between countries. Cervical cancer is the most common in 
23 countries.
Globally, 18,094,716 million cases of cancer were diagnosed in 2020. The age-
standardized rate for all cancers (excluding non-melanoma skin cancer) for men 
and women combined was 190 per 100,000 in 2020. The rate was higher for men 
(206.9 per 100,000) than for women (178.1 per 100,000). Patients who suffer from
cancer seek the support of loved ones, as feelings of Rejection and Mock start to 
set in on their subconscious, they wonder if they are going to live, they feel like 
they can't do things they enjoy anymore, feel helpless and lonely, they begin to ask
Why me and live in a state of fear, Panic, frustration, anxiety, and helplessness. 
Many people with cancer feel sad. They feel a sense of loss of their health and the 
life they had before they learned they had the disease. Even when they're done 
with treatment, you may still feel sad. This is a common response to any serious 
illness.
 AET is the world's first cryptocurrency to channel its resources to the growth
of blockchain biology and fund cancer research......
   More information about the Blockchain will be provided at a later date.

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fbloc.2020.606413/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fbloc.2020.606413/full


Aeumpire Ecosystem

The Aeumpire ecosystem will be powering a blockchain, exchange, and 
wallet. These are all you need to be part of the next big thing, and take over the 
crypto world. This isn't just crypto, it's a lifestyle

BLOCKCHAIN (terrestrial platform)
            The Terra-blockchain platform is aimed at bringing non-fungible assets 
auctions to live in the physical and interact with the terrestrial environment,  while 
still maintaining a permanent indestructible link with the ecosystem's data.
While the focus on physical NFA is yet to gather the momentum seen with NFTs 
in the crypto sphere, the launch of the Aeumpire ecosystem, will adopt an NFT 
marketplace with a Physical NFA marketplace.
Physical non-fungible asset holders looking to sell or auction their assets will have
the opportunity to choose either an open or a closed format as Aeumpire will serve
as an auction house for physical assets. The Terra-blockchain platform will use 
biometric technology to retain high security against theft and or misplacement. 
When an asset is transferred from one owner to another the biometrics technology 
will link the non-fungible asset to the new owner and still maintain its track of data
with the ecosystems cloud

Exciting right?

The Terra-blockchain platform will serve as a bank for physical high-quality 
NFAs, which could be prototypes, artwork, geographic artifacts, and or any form 
of visual art. this will bring steady investors and grow our healthy community 
thereby increasing the value of AEToken.

Aeumpire will build a highly modernized building, this will serve as a 
modern museum (a museum of the future) which will be called "Pirdome" using 
high levels of security technology, This is where all physically limited technology, 
or prototype, Assets artworks, designs, and geographic artifacts will be kept and 
overseen. A decentralized Web 3 museum. HA!. Hungry to buy!?

The Terra-blockchain platform will push for wider crypto adoption and put 
AEToken in the spotlight of the crypto world, used by billions. Aeumpire is the 
world's first ecosystem to introduce NFA live auctions. Aeumpire users can view 
different NFA and their data, and owner addresses and can even make a bid 
directly from the exchange. Owners of NFAs in Piredome can click the auction 
button when they want to make a trade of their asset in Piredome. The newsletter 
will be sent to all NFA auction subscribers.
More information about the Blockchain will be provided at a later date.

AET-OBJECTIVE
Hey!, can we invest money, Trade, earn, and fight the world's greatest threat? 
"YES"

– Provide a continuous profit-yielding investment mechanism for the 
community

 
AET's main objective is to fund cancer research from basic science in the lab

to translation of evidence-based practices in cancer clinics all over the world, Also 
it's our prime objective to fund Cancer homes and build Cancer hospitals around 



the globe, assisted with a web 3 EMR and METAVISION ICU for efficient 
management of data (See Video)

-  AEToken is also looking to employ the services of over 20 best scientists 
and researchers from over the world, while we also fund other cancer research 
programs around the world

AEToken targets to open care facilities in over 50 countries of the world that
has the most hit of cancer in the last year which Includes Turkey, Nigeria, 
Vietnam, Uganda, Hungary, Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, United States, 
Denmark, South Korea, Canada, Luxembourg, Serbia, France, Spain, Poland, 
South Africa, Singapore, Moldova, Finland, Malta, Uruguay, Israel, Bulgaria, 
Lebanon, Barbados, Japan, Cyprus, Iceland, Portugal, Belgium, Norway, Austria, 
Sweden, Slovakia, Latvia, Czech Republic, Rwanda, Estonia, Puerto Rico, 
Germany, United Kingdom, Switzerland, Netherlands, Croatia, Philippines, 
Portugal, Brazil, Italy. When a care facility or Hospital is open in any country or 
region, a new utility usage will be created to enable fiat and additional utility for 
the token in that region, as AEToken also is looking to be legally registered in the 
above-mentioned countries that haven't adopted cryptocurrency
Finally, crypto can be universally adopted.

More utility = increase in value of token = more investors = thriving ecosystem

https://www.imd-soft.com/metavision-products/mv-for-intensive-care-adults-neonatal-and-pediatric


Aeumpire Exchange    

 The issue with most exchange platforms is that it isn't adopted by most people due
to their chunky high savvy interface. Aeumpire aims to put a stop to this by using 
2 different interfaces on our exchange platform

– Explorer
– Astute

 AEToken will be the native token pair to most other tokens within the exchange. 
Trading it and using it within the exchange will give extra bonuses.
More information about the exchange will be provided at a later date.

Wallet

 While browsing the ecosystem you'll need the wallet to have access to your assets 
on the blockchain. Aeumpire will drive away long addresses, and build a simple 
user-friendly interface for the wallet. The wallet will have all the data you need 
and can store your cryptocurrencies, NFTs, and virtual non-fungible assets

AETOKENOMICS

In total, the maximum supply of AEToken will be 200,000,000. There will also be 
a scheduled token burn every 2 quarters, as Aeumpire will use one-fifth of its 
profits to repurchase and permanently destroy, or burn Aeumpire coins held in the 
treasury. This process will continue till there will be a total number of 100,000,000
AET in circulation. This burning process will see to it that the value of AET, can 
increase by causing its scarcity and evaluability.

With every transaction, 5% is collected and stored within the contract's BNB
reward pool and is then made available for token holders to claim from 
periodically. A further 8% is automatically added to the liquidity pool, 3% is used 
for development and marketing, and most importantly of all, 10% is for our cancer
charity funding.

bnb reward pool

liquidity pool

pre sale

public sale 

D & marketing

team

cancer charity fund



Presale

To fund this fantastic project, we will be launching a presale, which will run 
simultaneously with an extensive marketing campaign, to notify the world about 
the next big thing.
The launch of the new Terra-blockchain will introduce a new phase of the NFA 
collectible's interaction with the physical environment.
   Only 20% of the total supply will be available for presale, whatever gets unsold 
will be burned, and permanently destroyed. This is to ensure the stability of the 
project on launch and allow for a lower circulating supply.

ROADMAP

                Q4  2022                           Q1 2023                      Q2 2023   
           Launch presale                        Public Sale                        Migration                 
             *Token IDO presale                          * Public figure                               * First quarterly

                 * Intensive Marketing                            marketing                                    burn
             and advertisement                           * listing on 3 CEX                                * listing on 7 CEX
                                                      * Blockchain and                                          * Partnership with
                                                       ecosystem develop-                               cancer communities in
                                                      ment                                                               4 different continents

                      
                 Q1 2024
           Pirdome                                                                Q3 2023
        *5 known art collectors                                                   Terra-Blockchain
             joins the thriving                                 Q4   2023                         * Development and

                ecosystem                                           1st Aeumpire                             integration

               * Grand opening of                                   Anniversary                          * Architectural cons-

            Pirdome / Gala                        * First NFA auction                truction of Pirdome

                                                           by Aeumpire                      * Partnership with

                                                         *Legal registration                cancer communities
                                                           in 4 countries                          in 5 continents

                                                                                                * intensive marketing,
                                                                                                  influencer join
                                                                                                                                         Aeumpire

DISCLAIMER
    

We would never tell our community to be part of any event or game that will
put them in harm's way. We at Aeumpire love our community, and we certainly 
will be the first to update our community on any recent development in the 
ecosystem. We are always happy to learn from our community and we are willing 
to adapt to feedback from our community and work effectively for the thriving of 
the Ecosystem.  


